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Abstract. Over the last 15 years Runtime Verification (RV) has grown into a
diverse and active field, which has stimulated the development of numerous
theoretical frameworks and tools. Many of the tools are at first sight very different
and challenging to compare. Yet, there are similarities. In this work, we classify
RV tools within a high-level taxonomy of concepts. We first present this taxonomy
and discuss the different dimensions. Then, we survey RV tools and classify them
according to the taxonomy. This paper constitutes a snapshot of the current state of
the art and enables a comparison of existing tools.

1

Introduction

Runtime Verification (RV) [7, 28, 29, 38] (or runtime monitoring) is (broadly) the study
of methods to analyze the dynamic behavior of computational systems. The most typical
analysis is to check whether a given run of a system satisfies a given specification and it
is this general setting (and its variants) that we consider in this paper. Whilst topics such
as specification mining or trace visualization are generally considered to be within this
broad field, we do not include them in our discussion.
This paper presents a taxonomy of RV frameworks and tools and uses this to classify
20 selected tools. This work is timely for a number of reasons. Firstly, after more than
15 years of maturing, the field has reached a point where such a general view is needed.
The last significant attempt at a taxonomy was in 2004 [24] and had a distinctly different
focus to our own. Secondly, a number of activities, such as the runtime verification
competitions [4, 6, 30, 48], the RV-CuBES workshop [46, 49], two schools dedicated to
RV [16], and a COST action [1] (including the development of a tutorial book on the
topic [5]), have put the development of runtime verification tools into focus.
Terminology. The field of RV is broad and the used terminology is not yet unified. For
the sake of clarity, let us fix the following terms:
– Monitored system. The system consisting of software, hardware, or a combination of
the two, that is being monitored. Its behavior is usually abstracted as a trace object.
?
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– Trace. A finite sequence of observations that represents (or in some cases approximates) the behavior of interest in the monitor system. The process of extracting/recording the trace is usually referred to as instrumentation.
– Property. A partition of traces. This may simply be a separation of traces into two
sets or a more refined classification of traces.
– Specification. A concrete description of a property using a well-defined formalism.
– Monitor. A runtime object that is used to check properties. The monitor will
receive observations from the trace (usually incrementally) and may optionally send
information back to the monitored system, or to some other source.
– RV framework. A collection of a specification formalism, monitoring algorithm(s)
(for generating and executing monitors), and (optional) instrumentation techniques
that allows for runtime verification.
– RV tool. A concrete instantiation of an RV framework.
Contributions and structure. This paper has two main contributions:
– The Taxonomy. We present a detailed taxonomy that defines seven major concepts
used to classify runtime verification approaches (Sec. 2). Each of these seven concepts
are refined and explained, with areas of possible further refinement identified.
– The Classification. We take 20 runtime verification tools and classify them in our
taxonomy (Sec. 3). Tools were taken from the recent runtime verification competitions
and RV-CuBES workshop and therefore represent a recent and relevant snapshot.
We then discuss what we have learned from these two activities (Sec. 4) before concluding
with some comments on how we see this work developing in the future (Sec. 5).

2

A Taxonomy of Runtime Verification

This section describes a taxonomy of runtime verification approaches. Figure 1 provides
a general overview of the taxonomy which identifies the seven major concepts (and
is limited to the first two levels for readability reasons). This taxonomy provides a
hierarchical organization of the major concepts used in the field.
Development process. This taxonomy was developed in an iterative process alongside
the classification presented in Sec. 3. The seven main conceptual areas were identified as
an initial starting point and extended with established dichotomies (e.g., offline vs online).
Sub-concepts were then added and refined based on the focused classification process
and a wider survey of tools (involving over 50 tools, not described in this paper). We
have attempted to ensure that the taxonomy remains as general and flexible as possible.
Relations between nodes. We do not capture concepts such as mutual exclusion or
interdependence between nodes diagrammatically but aim to describe these in the text.
In most cases the final level of the taxonomy captures some concrete instances of a
particular (sub)concept and it is at this level where such relations are most important.
The remainder of this section focusses on each of the seven major concepts and
expands the description along the corresponding branches.
2.1

Specification

The specification part of the taxonomy is depicted in Fig. 2. A specification indicates
the intended system behavior (property), that is what one wants to check on the system
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Fig. 1: Mindmap overviewing the taxonomy of Runtime Verification
behavior. It is one of the main inputs of a runtime verification framework designed before
running the system. A specification exists within the context of a general system model
i.e., the abstraction of the system being specified. The main part of this model is the
form of observations (traces) made about the system (see Sec. 2.5) but may include other
contextual information. A specification itself can be either implicit or explicit.
Implicit specifications. An implicit specification is used in a runtime verification
framework when there is a general understanding of the particular desired behavior.
Runtime verification tools do not require their users to explicitly formulate and enter
implicit specifications. Implicit specifications generally aim at avoiding runtime errors
(that would typically be not caught by a compiler). Such runtime errors can be critical.
An example is memory safety, whose purpose is to ensure proper accesses to the system
memory. Implicit specifications often also describe correct concurrent behavior such
as the absence of deadlocks, the atomicity of operations, and the absence of data races.
The final layer here is a non-exhaustive list of prominent examples.
Explicit specifications. An explicit specification is one provided by the user of the
runtime verification framework and formally expresses functional or non-functional
requirements. It can complement the properties checked by the compiler of a language
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Fig. 2: Mindmap for the specification part of the taxonomy
(e.g., errors that would not be caught by type checking). An explicit specification
denotes a function from traces to some output domain and is written in a specification
formalism belonging to some paradigm e.g., specifications may describe this function
operationally (e.g., by a finite-state automaton) or declarative (e.g., by a temporal logic
formula). The specification formalism can offer different features used to model the
expected behavior according to the dimensions discussed below.
The specification formalism may support different modalities. Some formalisms may
restrict assertions to the current observation whereas others may support constraints
over past or future observations. In some cases, different modalities represent distinct
expressiveness classes; in other cases it is merely a matter of usability.
A key dimension is how specifications or a specification formalism handle data
in observations. The simple case is the propositional case where observations are
assumed to be atomic and unstructured (e.g., simple names). Otherwise, we say that
the approach is parametric: observations (events or states) are associated with a list of
(possibly named) runtime values. The structure of these runtime values may have different
complexity e.g. they may be simple primitive values or complex XML documents or
runtime objects. The operators over these values supported by the specification language
may also vary. For example, whether it is possible to compare values in different ways
(e.g. more than equality) or whether quantification (e.g. first-order, freeze quantifcation,
or pseudo-quantification via templates) over parameters is supported [34–36].
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Fig. 3: Mindmap for the monitor part of the taxonomy
A specification can also express constraints over time. Constraints can refer either to
logical time or physical time. In the case of logical time, constraints are placed on the
relative ordering between events. Such an order can be total (e.g., when monitoring a
monolithic single-threaded program) or partial (e.g., when monitoring a multi-threaded
program or a distributed system). In the case of physical time, timing constraints are
related to the actual physical time that elapses when running the system. The domain of this
timing information can be discrete or dense. There is a special case where time is treated
as data. Such approaches typically do not offer native support for expressing quantitative
temporal relationships, but use the parametrization operators to refer to timestamps.
The last dimension of an explicit specification formalism is that of the outputs
assigned to the input executions e.g., the range of the denoted function. In the standard
case, the specification associates verdicts with an execution. Those verdicts indicate
specification fulfillment or violation and may range over a domain extending the Boolean
domain. A more refined output might include a witness for the verdict, e.g., a set of
bindings of values to free variables in the specification that lead to violations. Robustness
information extends classical verdicts by providing a quantitative assessment of the
specification fulfillment or violation. Finally, in the most general case, specifications can
describe output streams, which is any form of continuously produced information. This
may be a stream of verdicts or witnesses, e.g., by evaluating the specification at each
observation point, or more generally may be any data computed from the observations.
2.2

Monitor

The monitor part of the taxonomy is depicted in Fig. 3. A monitor is a main component
of a runtime verification framework. By monitor, we refer to a component executed along

the system for the purposes of the runtime verification process. A monitor implements a
decision procedure which produces the expected output (either the related information for
an implicit specification or the specification language output for an explicit specification).
The decision procedure of the monitor can be either analytical or operational.
Analytical decision procedures query and scan records (e.g., from a database) to determine
whether some relations hold between the records and the current execution. Operational
decision procedures are those based on automata or formula rewriting. In an automatabased monitor, the code relies on some form of automata-like formalism (either classical
finite-state automata or richer forms). In a rewrite-based monitor, the decision procedure
is based on a set of (possibly pre-defined) rewriting rules trigged by a new event. When
designing monitors, it is desirable that its decision procedure guarantee several properties.
Intuitively, a sound monitor never provides incorrect output, while a complete monitor
always provide an output. The properties reflect how much confidence one can have
in the output of monitor and how much confidence one can have that a monitor will
produce an output, respectively. Soundness and completeness cannot be guaranteed in
situations where, for instance, some form of sampling is used, not all necessary events
can be observed by the monitor, or when the observation order does not correspond to the
execution order. In such cases, the monitor can perform two kinds of prediction. Firstly,
when the monitor produces its output as soon as possible, meaning that it uses a model of
the monitored system to predict the possible futures of the trace and evaluate these possible
futures before they actually happen. Secondly, when the monitor predicts potential errors
in alternative concurrent executions (which are not actually observed by the monitor). A
monitor is impartial when the produced outputs are not contradictory over time. Finally,
a monitor can anticipate the output. This resembles prediction but the knowledge used
by the monitor in this case comes from the monitored specification. Impartiality and
anticipation are properties of the semantics of the specification language itself.
The decision procedure will act on an object (e.g. an automaton) which is itself often
referred to as the monitor. This may be generated explicitly from the specification (e.g. an
automaton synthesized from an LTL formula) or may exist implicitly (e.g. a rewrite system
defined in an internal domain-specific language). Finally, a monitor must be executed.
This might be directly if the monitor is given as code e.g., it is either already implemented
as some extension of a programming language (i.e., an internal domain-specific language,
or the synthesis step from generation directly produced executable code. Otherwise, the
monitor is said to be interpreted. The key difference between the two approaches is
whether each monitor is implemented by a different piece of code (direct) or there is a
generic monitoring code that is parametrized by some monitor information (interpreted).
2.3

Deployment

The deployment part of the taxonomy is depicted in Fig. 4. By deployment, we refer to
how the monitor is effectively implemented, organized, how it retrieves the information
from the system, and when it does so.
The notion of stage describes when the monitor operates, with respect to the execution
of the system. Runtime verification is said to apply offline when the monitor runs after
the system finished executing and thus has access to the complete system execution (e.g.,
a log file). It is said to apply online when the monitor runs while the system executes
and thus observes the current execution and a part of its history. In the online case, the
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Fig. 4: Mindmap for the deployment part of the taxonomy
communication and connection between the monitor and the system can be synchronous
or asynchronous, respectively depending on whether the initial program code stops
executing when the monitor analyzes the retrieved information. It is possible for a monitor
to be partially synchronous if it synchronises on some but not all observations.
The notion of placement describes where the monitor operates, with respect to
the running system. Therefore, this concept only applies when the stage is online.
Traditionally, the monitor is said to be inline (resp. outline) when it executes in the
same (resp. in a different) address space as/than the running system. Pragmatically, the
difference between inline and outline is a matter of instrumentation. An inline tool
implicitly includes some form of instrumentation, used to inline the monitor in the
monitored system. Conversely, outline tools typically provide an interface for receiving
observations. This interface may exist within the same language and be called directly,
or it may be completely separate with communication happening via other means (e.g.,
pipes). There is a (not uncommon) grey area between the two in the instance of tools
that provide an outline interface but may also automatically generate instrumentation
code. Instrumentation itself may be at the hardware or software level and there are
further subdivisions within this that we do not cover here. Finally, the architecture of the
monitor may be centralized (e.g., in one monolithic procedure) or decentralized (e.g.,
by utilising communicating monitors, which may be synchronous or asynchronous).
2.4

Reaction

The reaction part of the taxonomy is depicted in Fig. 5. By reaction, we refer to how the
monitor affects the execution of the system; this can be passive or active.
Reaction is said to be passive when the monitor does not influence or minimally
influences the initial execution of the program. A passive monitor is typically an observer,
only collecting information. This means that there are some sorts of guarantees that
the analysis performed by monitor did not alter the execution and that the reported
information is accurate. Such guarantees could be some form of behavioral equivalence
(e.g., simulation, bisimulation, or weak bisimulation) between the initial system and the
monitored system. In that case, the purpose of monitoring typically pertains to producing
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Fig. 6: Mindmap for the trace part of the taxonomy
the specification outputs (e.g., verdicts or robustness information) or providing a form of
explanation of a specification output (e.g., a witness trace containing the important events
leading to a specific verdict) or statistics (for instance violated/satisfied specifications,
number of times intermediate verdicts were output before a final verdict is reached).
Reaction is said to be active when the monitor affects the execution of the monitored
system. An active monitor would typically affect the execution of the system when a
violation is reported or detected to be irremediably happening. Various interventions
are possible. A so-called enforcement monitor can try to prevent property violations
from occurring by forcing the system to adhere to the specification. When a violation
occurs, a monitor can execute recovery code to mitigate the effect of the fault and let
the program either terminate or pursue the execution from a safer state. A monitor can
also raise exceptions that were already present in the initial system. Finally, recovery
mechanisms can be launched to roll the system back in a previous correct state.
2.5

Trace

The trace part of the taxonomy is depicted in Fig. 6. The notion of trace appears in
two places in a runtime verification framework and this distinction is captured by the
role concept. By observed trace we refer to the object extracted from the monitored

system and examined by the monitor. Conversely the trace model is the mathematical
object forming part of the semantics of the specification formalism. Clearly, a monitoring
approach must connect the two but it can be important to be clear about what properties
they have separately. For example, trace models may be infinite (as in standard LTL)
whilst observed traces are necessarily finite – in such case the monitoring approach must
evaluate a finite trace with respect to a property over infinite traces. A trace model must
reflect the notions of time and data present in the specification (see Sec. 2.1).
The construction of the observed trace is also parameterized by a sampling decision
and a precision decision. Sampling is said to be event triggered when the monitor gets
information from the target system when an event of interest happens in the program.
This can be the case when an event occurs in the system (in case the trace consists
of a collection of events), when a relevant part of the program state changes, or when
a new input is received or an output produced by the system. Sampling is said to be
time triggered when there exists a more or less regular period at which information is
collected on the program. The term sampling here reflects the fact that any trace will
only collect a relevant subset of actual behaviours. If the trace contains all relevant traces
then it is precise, otherwise it is imprecise. Reasons for imprecision might be imperfect
trace collection methods, or purposefully for reasons of overhead.
Either form of trace object is an abstraction of the system execution and only contains
some of the runtime information. The information retrieved from the program can
take the form of isolated information. For instance, the trace can contain information
on the internal state of the program or notifications that some events occurred in the
program (or both). Not exclusive of the previous option, the monitor can also process the
input and output information from a transformational program. Finally, the analyzed
object can consist in time-continuous information in the form of a signal, which may be
captured as a closed-expression or by discrete sampling.
The runtime information retrieved by the monitor represents an evaluation of the
system state. This information can be related to an identified point (in time or at a
program location) or an interval.
2.6

Interference

The interference part of the taxonomy (see Fig. 1) characterizes monitoring frameworks
as invasive or non-invasive. In absolute, a non-invasive monitoring framework being
impossible (observer effect), this duality corresponds more in reality to a spectrum.
There are two sources of interference for a monitoring framework with a system. The
interference with the system execution can be for instance related to the induced overhead
(time and memory wise) or by a modification of scheduling. First, how much a runtime
verification framework interferes with the initial system depends on the effect of the
instrumentation applied to the system, which itself depends on the specification as
instrumentation is purposed mainly to collect a trace. Thus, the quantity of information
in the trace and the frequency at which this information is collected (depending on
the sampling) affects the instrumentation. Moreover, interference also depends on the
monitor deployment. Offline monitoring is considered to be less intrusive because the
observation made on the system consists only in dumping events to a trace. Online
monitoring is considered to be more intrusive to a degree depending on the coupling

between the system and the monitor. Second, interference with the monitored system
also occurs when actively steering the system.
2.7

Application Areas

We have included application areas as a top-level concept of the taxonomy (see Fig. 1)
as it can have a large impact on other aspects of the runtime verification tools. There
are numerous application areas of runtime verification. We have identified the following
(certainly non-exhaustive) categories. First, runtime verification can be used for the
purpose of collecting information on a system. This includes visualizing the execution
(e.g., with traces, graphs, or diagrams) and evaluating the runtime performance (in a
broad sense) over some metrics (execution time, memory consumption, communication,
etc.) to collect statistics. Second, runtime verification can be used to perform an analysis
of the system, usually to complement or in conjunction with static analysis techniques.
This could focus on assessing concerns for a system in a large sense (e.g., requirements,
properties, or goals) of security and privacy, safety and progress/liveness natures.
Third, runtime verification can be used to augment software engineering techniques with
a rigorous analysis of runtime information. Fourth, runtime verification can be used to
complement techniques for finding defects and locating faults in systems such as testing
and debugging. Finally, leveraging the previous techniques, runtime verification can
be used to address the general problem of runtime failure prevention and reaction, by
offering ways to detect faults, contain them, recover from them, and repair the system.

3

Classification

This section considers a snapshot of runtime verification tools with respect to the
previously introduced taxonomy. As discussed later, this is the first major step in our
effort to achieve a full classification of all existing runtime verification tools.
Tool selection. For our initial classification we wanted a reasonably sized set that
represented reasonably active, well documented, and recent tools. In particular, a recent
source of information about the tool was of utmost importance. We therefore focussed
on the entrants to the runtime verification competitions taking place between 2014 and
2016 [6, 30, 48] and the submissions to the RV-CuBES workshop [49], which took place
in 2017. This led to a selection of 20 tools (14 from the competition and 6 from the
workshop). Our selection method is biased as the competition focussed only on tools
for Java, C, or offline monitoring. Therefore, we expect our initial classification to be
biased towards this area of the taxonomy. The selection is also favoring tools that had the
resources to participate in either the competition or workshop.
Participating tools. The 20 participating tools are listed in Table 1 along with hyperlinks
(where applicable), references, the name of their specification formalism and some
additional remarks. The given references are those that were used to fill in the classification,
along with any additional information provided in competition reports [6, 30, 48].
Classification. The classification is given in Table 3 with a legend found in Table 2.
We leave a general discussion of the classification to the next section. The classification
also exists as a living document found at https://goo.gl/Mmuhdd. This document
welcomes comments from the community and will be updated as our work continues.

Table 1: Details of the participating tools.
Tool

References Specification formalism name + some remarks

Aerial
ARTiMon
BeepBeep
DANA
detectEr
E-ACSL
JavaMOP
jUnitRV
Larva
LogFire
MarQ/QEA
MonPoly
Mufin
R2U2
RiTHM
RTC
RV-Monitor
STePr
TemPsy/OCLR-Check
VALOUR

[8, 12, 13]
[44]
[31, 32]
[27]
[15]
[23, 53]
[37, 40]
[21, 22]
[17–19]
[33]
[3, 45, 47]
[9–11]
[20]
[42, 50, 51]
[14, 43]
[41]
[39]
[25, 26]
[2]

MDL
ARTiMon (no quantification; only aggregation)
stateful stream function API + DSLs for LTL-FO+, FSM
UML state machines
µHML (only universal quantification)
ACSL/implicit
MOP with plugins (LTL,FMS,ERE,CFG,SRS,CaReT)
Temporal Data Logic
DATEs
LogFire DSL
QEA
MFOTL
Projection Automata
MTL + mission time LTL
LTL3
- (implicit)
MOP (see above)
Scala-internal DSL
TemPsy
Valour Script / Rules

The classification non-uniformly instantiates levels for different parts of the taxonomy.
We omit parts of the taxonomy that are too abstract to be properly instantiated for the
participating tools (e.g., system model) or if the source material of all the tools does not
contain enough information for classification. Moreover, the major concepts application
area and interference are omitted since there is a large space of non-exclusive possibilities
that each tool can instantiate in this part of the taxonomy.
The classification also refines the taxonomy. For instance, software instrumentation
is refined based on how it is implemented (using AspectJ or reflection). We also provide
more detailed description of the decision procedure, whenever the tools’ material provides
such information. Besides the values specified in Table 2, the cells in Table 3 may contain
values “all”, or “none” indicating that the tool supports all, or none of the features defined
by that part of the taxonomy. Value “na” states that this part of the taxonomy is not
applicable to the tool, while “?” means that there is insufficient information about the tool
to establish a definitive classification. We have devised the classification mostly without
involvement of the tools’ developers, based on the available materials. As future work,
we will validate our understanding of the tools through targeted interviews whenever this
will be possible. (Any corrections will appear in the online version of the classification.)
Threats to validity. Whilst we argue that this classification represents a reasonable
snapshot of current runtime verification tools, there are two possible threats to its validity.
Firstly, the sample of tools is heavily focussed towards software-monitoring with explicit
specifications. Although, within this focus the coverage of tools is broad. It is important
to be clear about the scope of this work. Few tools supporting implicit specifications
(e.g. MemorySanitizer [54] or ThreadSanitizer [52]) identify themselves as runtime

Table 2: Key for Table 3.
Column

Values
Specification

implicit
data
output
logical time
physical time
modality

ms = memory safety
p = propositional, s = simple parametric, c = complex parametric
s = stream, v = verdict, w = witness, r = robustness
tot = total order, par = partial order
N = discrete, R = dense, none = no time
f = future, p = past, c = current
Monitor

generation
execution

e = explicit, i = implicit
i = interpreted, d = direct
Deployment

stage
synchronisation
architecture
placement
instrumentation

on = online, off = offline
sync = synchronous, async = asynchronous
c = centralised, d = decentralised
out = outline, in = inline,
sw=software, swAJ = software with AspectJ, swR = software with reflection
Reaction

active
passive

e = exception, r = recovery
so = specification output, e = explanations
Trace

information
sampling
evaluation
precision
model

e = events, s = states
et = event-triggered, tt = time-triggered
p = points, i = intervals
p = precise, i = imprecise
f = finite trace model, i = infinite trace model
General
all = all features supported, none = no features supported
na = not applicable, ? = insufficient information

verification tools and most existing work does not share much of the terminology with
runtime verification e.g. it is not usual to abstract a system by a trace. Whilst such
tools can be categorised in the taxonomy, their classification will remain coarse as such
tools are not the focus of the taxonomy. In general, this suggests that some areas of the
taxonomy may require a refinement in the future, but also that these refinements will be
orthogonal to the work presented here. We discuss this further later.
Secondly, the classification does not cover all known tools (over 50). However,
many tools not included in this classification are mostly of historic interest. Others have
influenced the taxonomy without taking part in the classification (e.g. stream-based
approaches). Nonetheless, it will be important to achieve maximal coverage in the future.
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JavaMOP none s
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Aerial
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Tool
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all o
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all d
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all d
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automata-based

?
OCL constraint

first-order queries
automata-based
(union-find)
automata-based
time-triggered
runtime verification
?
(see JavaMOP)

d dynamic programming
d
?
all stream-processing
o
?
d dynamic programming
o code rewriting with
assertions
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trace slicing
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Discussion

This section makes some observations about the taxonomy and classification.
4.1

General Observations

The majority of tools handled explicit specifications based on totally ordered logical
time. There was a mixture of propositional and parametric tools and different approaches
to physical time. Almost all tools were event-based with event-triggered sampling.
Unsurprisingly, the monitor decision procedures were varied, with many not quite
fitting the mould. The majority of tools were online – it is perhaps worth observing that
RV-Monitor added an offline interface for the competition. Only one tool is purely offline.
The distinction between operational and declarative specification languages results in two
sets of tools of roughly the same size. Both approaches are useful and favored by different
sub-communities of RV. A few tools support both kinds of specification languages.
Some parts of the taxonomy were relatively straightforward to complete, whereas
others were more controversial. The most discussed part of the taxonomy was the monitor
concept as the term “monitor” is highly overloaded in our field and many frameworks do
not have an explicit notion of a monitor. In the end, we decided to split how a monitor is
generated and how it is executed as there is not necessarily a close link between the two.
Another area that was difficult to fix was the relation between trace model and observed
trace. It would be wrong to conflate the two, however often these concepts overlap.
4.2

Underpopulated Areas of the Taxonomy

The classification unveils areas that are not populated by any tools. We discuss the main
ones here and what this might mean.
Decentralized architecture. This appears to be an area that has not received much
attention. This may be due to the inherent complexity of decentralization, or it may
reflect a lack of need. They may also be interdependencies with the monitoring setting
(e.g. the language of interest) that make such an approach less desirable. Also the
selection of the tools based on the competitions might have contributed to this topic
being underrepresented: the competitions did not focus on the distributed setting.
Monitoring states. None of the tools in our classification monitor states of a program
directly. This may be a result of the popularity of event-oriented specification languages.
This is an interesting observation as it is commonly stated as a common dichotomy
(observing events or states) but we do not see this in our classification. Although, arguably
E-ACSL monitors states even though it has no formal notion of a trace. Furthermore, the
distinction between state and event is not always clear; it is always possible to encode
state in events and some inline tools allow specifications to directly query runtime state.
Richer reactions. Most tools only provide passive reactions and the active reactions
provided were relatively weak. It would be interesting to see more work in the areas of
enforcement, recovery, and explanations for declarative specifications.
Applications. Many of the tools were not developed with a single application area in
mind, making this part of the taxonomy irrelevant. However, in cases where an application
exists it is significant. For example, R2U2 is designed to monitor unmanned aerial vehicles

and this is heavily reflected in the tool’s design. This is less an underpopulated area and
more an area that only applies in certain cases.
4.3

Relation to Other Classifications

We briefly compare our taxonomy to the previous most complete taxonomy for runtime
monitoring [24]. The context of this taxonomy is slightly different as their focus was
software-fault monitoring. We have chosen to focus more on issues related to the
monitoring of explicit specifications and include fewer operational issues. Delgado et al.
identify four top-level concepts: Specification, Monitor, Event-Handler, and Operational
Issues. Below we summarise the most significant differences in each area.
Specification. In the previous taxonomy the focus is more on the kind of property being
captured (e.g. safety) and the abstraction at which the property is captured (e.g. whether
it directly refers to implementation details). There is little discussion of issues such as
the handling of data or modalities (although one concept is language type which may
be algebra, automata, logic, or HL/VHL). They also consider which parts of a program
are/can be instrumented as part of the specification.
Monitor. Again there is a focus on instrumentation, which is something that we do not
consider in depth as we tend to draw a line between instrumentation and monitoring.
They differentiate whether instrumentation is manual or automatic. They key observation
here is that they view placement slightly differently, as they classify monitoring occurring
using different resources (e.g. running in a different process) as offline. We refer to [7]
for a discussion on the recent alternatives when considering instrumentation.
Event-Handler. This concept has the same meaning as our concept of reaction and
their sub-concepts are subsumed by ours.
Operational issues. This is a concept that we have not considered in our taxonomy.
They focus on source program type i.e. the types of programs that it can work with (e.g.
just Java), dependencies (e.g. on specific hardware), and maturity of the tool. This is
something we could extend our taxonomy with but we found that many tools are actively
developed and such data may quickly become outdated.

5

Conclusion

We have introduced a taxonomy for classifying runtime verification tools and used it to
classify an initial set of 20 tools taken from recent competitions and workshops. We
believe that this classification activity is important for a number of reasons. Firstly, the
taxonomy fixes shared terminology and dimensions for discussing tools – it is important
that the community has a shared language for what it does. Secondly, the classification
exercise gives an overview of comparable tools, making it more straightforward to
identify the tools against which new contributions should be compared. Additionally, the
taxonomy can help shape evaluation and benchmark activities in general, in particular the
design of competitions. Finally, we believe this kind of activity can identify interesting
directions for future research, in particular in underpopulated areas of the taxonomy.
Our work is ongoing and our next step is to extend the classification. We have
collected information about over 50 runtime verification tools and plan to extend the
classification to these tools. This may constitute a challenge because many of the tools
from this extended list do not provide sufficient information for classification.
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